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Abstract:
Differential privacy is a model of privacy protection currently being adopted by both
commercial enterprises and government institutions. The goal of this talk is to review
the benefits differential privacy can offer to custodians of sensitive data, as well as key
challenges to its adoption and practical deployment. This talk will reflect my perspective
as an academic researcher into differential privacy as well as my experience as a
founder of Tumult Labs, a startup that is commercializing differential privacy and helping
to deploy it at a range of institutions.
Using differential privacy, data custodians can share data in new ways while confidently
managing privacy risk. They can enjoy the benefits of strong resistance to potential
privacy attacks and compliance with a wide range of regulation. But adoption of
differential privacy has, to date, most often succeeded in institutions with very
sophisticated technical capabilities. Using existing tools to build differentially private
data release systems remains challenging. In addition, setting privacy parameters,
assessing tradeoffs between acceptable privacy loss and accuracy, and communicating
error to stakeholders, often require the assistance of experts. I will speculate on which
of the challenges can be addressed through automation or better interfaces, and which
require research advances.
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